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Introduction
You may be thinking, Here I go again with another self-help book. I’ve said this to myself
many times as well. I have come to learn the self-help world has been great and has supported my
journey very much; however, the missing key to the self-help world is that we are not all meant to
go it alone as we have been. I have read many books and have done things by myself, thinking and
believing I must be able to change myself on my own. While I did grow and learn a lot, at times I
found myself going around and around in the same loop. Don’t get me wrong, I believe that no
one can make changes for us, and that we must do the work ourselves; however, having a supporter,
cheerleader, or coach is a great vehicle for transformation. When I made a choice to reach out for
healing and coaching, my life changed in ways I had only dreamed of. In my opinion, we have
been programmed to keep things private and to ourselves as it can feel uncomfortable to share and
be vulnerable. If you are anything like me, you may not like the idea of spilling your guts out to a
counselor or pouring all your life experiences out on the table. I know that was something I was
never interested in, and I found with energy healing I didn’t need to do that to release all the
garbage inside me. My clients also like this about energy healing. We also live with one or more
masks depending whom we are around. We have our social mask, our mom mask, our wife or
girlfriend mask – all these masks are because we live in fear of being and showing our true selves.
It has been my experience for the past eighteen years that we need to begin learning and
growing from the inside out. We have been taught for many generations how to live from the
outside in, where we reach outside ourselves to get somewhere, get something, or be someone.
This is backward thinking and living, because often when we go somewhere or achieve something
it doesn’t feel as if it’s good enough or as though it is no big deal. I have come to learn to live a
vision-driven life, creating everything from the power within me, in order to create a life full of
everything I would love to be, do, and have. I discovered my dreams and feel very blessed and
grateful to be doing what I love. Do you know what your dreams and passions are? Have they been
lost through your life of living and doing for everyone else (which is most women’s experience)?
We all have four quadrants of life: Health and Well-Being, Relationships, Job/Career, and
Time/Money Freedom. What is going on for you in these areas of your life? You deserve all of
what you would love to be, do, and have in all areas.

In this book, I will guide you to grow your awareness and understand this idea of living
from the inside out and reveal how trying to do everything alone and taking action are most likely
the missing keys.

Chapter 1: I Feel I Know You
“Those who judge will never understand,
and those who understand will never judge.”
– Wilson Kanadi
Perhaps you are in yet another unhealthy relationship. You already left an unhealthy
relationship and perhaps dated a bit here and there, searching for the relationship that you have
always dreamed of. You see some friends in relationships that you would like to have. You
consider yourself to be successful in other areas of life, such as having a successful job or career.
You are smart; however, you don’t feel so smart when it comes to men. You are a very strong,
independent woman, and you have worked very hard all your life. You can do anything that’s
needed to get things done – from house cleaning to operating equipment. You know it may be
intimidating to men how independent you are and that your independence may scare them away.
When it comes to intimate relationships, you are not very confident in yourself, even though you
are confident everywhere else. You are afraid to be alone and end up compromising and settling.
Your current relationship has gone from emotional abuse to physical. You know you can’t
stay if things don’t change. You have told yourself that if he ever physically hurt you, you would
leave. You have thoughts that maybe things can change, if only he would get the help he needs, if
only he could see how much you love him, if only he would love you like you love him. You think
about him a lot every day and do things for him to make him happy. You cook nice meals or call
him or message him just to let him know you are thinking of him. You feel like things spin around
and around and nothing ever changes. You put in all the effort trying to make things work, and he
puts in none. You keep the negative parts of the relationship a secret from everyone because it
feels shameful and embarrassing. You think people will think you’re crazy. You wonder why you
have stayed, and now that things have escalated to physical abuse, people will really judge you.
You find yourself pulling further and further away from friends and family, telling them things are
good, that it’s just a very busy time at work and with taking care of things at home. You do fewer
and fewer things for fun like going to the gym, running, riding horses, hiking, spending time with
friends, or any other activities you enjoy. You socialize less and stay home, distracting and hiding
yourself from the outside world for fear that someone will find out what is really going on.
If you do go out as a couple, which is very rare, you both put on your best social masks
and show everyone how much you get along and laugh, smile, and carry on as if everything is

great in your relationship. You feel like the best actress. At times when out with friends or family,
you really do enjoy each other and you feel that maybe things will change, and you will finally
find the connection that you have been looking for. You carry on with this high, feeling that things
are better and see things changing – until the next conflict happens, and things flood right back to
where they were. You have the same arguments and conflicts you always do. You can’t understand
why this always happens. You try to talk to him of how you could fix things in a calm manner. At
times, it seems to work. Things change for a period of time, and you see hope once again of things
getting better. At other times, you try to speak to him about fixing things, and he gets mad and
defensive and starts changing and flipping all the things you said back onto you. You question if
you are the problem. Things spin around in your mind and you feel like you are the one who
created the conflict. You have this constant battle in your mind, to the point where you feel like
you are going crazy. You feel like sometimes you are going to have a breakdown and completely
lose your mind as your thoughts spin out of control. You feel it’s all your fault. You can sometimes
hear yourself saying that none of this is true. That you deserve better. You’re very depressed at
times and don’t want to get out of bed or find yourself drowning in unhealthy food, gaining weight
and beating yourself up for doing so. You have found yourself drinking alcohol to check out of
reality at times. It’s not a problem, but you do find it can be the go-to for feeling better. You feel
exhausted from putting on an act when you go out, whether it’s to work or anywhere else. You’re
tired of acting like you are all fine when you are really not. You often wonder if anyone knows
about what is really going on. You worry about what other people think and how much they could
judge you.
You put in all the effort into making things work and he puts nothing in. You think about
your relationship on a daily basis and think he spends no time thinking about it. He just thinks
about money, work, and sex. Money can sometimes be the cause of your conflicts. You argue over
who pays for what. Sex is a whole other subject. You feel emotionally disconnected from him,
which is a problem for you, as you are sure it is for most women. You don’t feel he is emotionally
connected to you at all. For him, you see he can just forget about your relationship problems and
have sex no problem. He doesn’t understand why you can’t do the same, and you don’t understand
how he doesn’t need to feel emotionally connected. You want sex less and less at times. Or
sometimes you find yourself having a few drinks to numb the emotional disconnection. You worry
that if he doesn’t get sex from you, he will go elsewhere. You also don’t find yourself initiating

sex very often. Sometimes you think it might be a way to reconnect, so you will put something
sexy on and initiate things to try to connect emotionally with him. Sometimes you feel like it
works, and other times you feel like it doesn’t.
Often, you sit and think that you know better, that it’s time to leave, remembering the
promise to yourself if things ever got physical. Now they have. Yet you find yourself entertaining
the idea that he might change and get the help he needs. You know he hasn’t done so yet, but
maybe he will this time as things have not gotten this out of control before. In the past, he has told
you how much he loves you and how he doesn’t want you to leave. You see a glimmer of hope
from his words and some nice things he does and think that maybe this time things will really
change. But you wait for the next storm to take place as you walk on egg shells to not make him
mad or set him off.
You realize the choices in accepting unhealthy relationships costs you internal peace and
happiness, being close with family and friends, and doing the things you enjoy doing. You feel
lost inside with a whirlwind storm of going from hope to despair. You spend a lot of energy hiding
it on the outside. You dream of having a relationship with love, respect, compassion, and
thoughtfulness for each other. You dream of a relationship where you’re doing things together that
you have in common, spending quality time together, having an emotional connection and a great
sex life. You want a relationship where you can also both enjoy doing things apart without each
other, where you can be with your girlfriends and he can do things with his guy friends, to have
balance in your relationship.
When it comes to him, you feel you can see the storm that is taking place in him; you can
see his unhappiness, anger, worry, and fear, among other emotions, and with your empathy and
the fixer inside, you feel you can help him. Or perhaps he will wake up one day and realize how
much you love him.
Does this resonate? Have I spoken some truth about what you are experiencing?
Continue on to hear my story in the next chapter. I will take you through my journey of
unhealthy relationships and how much I resonate with your experience.

Chapter 2: My Relationship Storm
“I am happy to be here and share my story.”
– Leo Bretholz
It’s time for me to share my story with you. I am sharing this with you not to impress you
but to impress upon you that you, too, can discover yourself and find your happiness. I am going
to start back when I was a teenager and first began dating. Guys were not of very much interest to
me. Looking back now, I found myself dating guys that didn’t treat me very well. When I was
sixteen, I was dating a guy and things seemed to be going pretty well. We decided to move in
together. I remember feeling like such an adult, having my own place and furnishing it with the
money I saved. Things were great! I was going to school and working, and he was also working.
We were living the dream. At sixteen, we were going on twenty-five – it’s funny now but felt very
real at the time. As time went on, I found I was distancing myself from friends and family,
drowning myself in work and school. I noticed my boyfriend getting mad if I went out with friends,
and he seemed to want to know everything I was doing. Our relationship took a turn, and we were
doing a lot of arguing and not getting along. I could see things were not good and getting worse as
things went from verbal to physical abuse. I experienced being pushed, picked up, and thrown (I
forgot to mention he was six-two and I am five-three so you can imagine what this might have felt
like). Things escalated when I mentioned I wanted to leave; he began following me everywhere. I
can remember one of the times I said I was leaving and that I would be taking all my things, as I
had bought the new furniture. After I said that, he took a knife and cut up the couch and chair. I
began feeling afraid and thought to myself, What if he decides to take the knife and use it on me?
He told me how sorry he was and that he would replace the furniture. He never did replace it.
After a few weeks went by, we had another argument, and this time I was leaving. As I
started to pack up all my things, he said, “You are not leaving with anything.” He then stripped all
my clothes off and threw me outside on the deck and locked the door. Yes, you heard that right. I
was sixteen, naked on the deck, banging on the door, pleading with him to let me back in. I am not
sure how much time went by, it felt like an eternity, and he opened the door and let me back in. I
was a mess, crying my eyes out as I could hardly believe what just happened. I was full of
embarrassment with what the neighbors might have seen. He told me how sorry he was, how much
he loved me, and that he didn’t want me to leave. He said he knew things would change and get

better. At that point, I absolutely didn’t believe him, but I was afraid of him. I didn’t have anyone
I could call, as my family had moved away because my dad got transferred and I had wanted to
stay and finish school. I thought I was all grown up at the ripe old age of sixteen. I decided to
pretend and tell him that everything was good, that I didn’t want to leave, and that I trusted him
that things would work out. He followed me everywhere I went and watched me like a hawk. I just
kept making him think things were good and that he could trust that I wasn’t going to leave him. I
did this for about six weeks or so. Slowly he began to trust me, and one night he went out and left
me home alone. It was about 9:00 p.m. when he left, and I called a friend of mine to come and
pick me up and take me to the bus station. I threw all of my clothes into garbage bags as fast as I
could, loaded them into my friend’s car, and off to the bus station we went. I arrived at my parents’
house with open arms. My mom was so happy I left, and she was going to support me anyway she
could. You are probably not going to believe this, but he came looking for me and came to my
parents’ house and talked me into taking him back. Not even a week or so later, we were in the
basement of my parents’ house, and we were having a round – I don’t know at this point what
number as there had been so many – anyway, we were having another altercation, and he didn’t
know my dad was home upstairs. My dad came downstairs and in no uncertain terms told him to
leave and never come back and that he was not ever going to see me again. My dad was a police
officer at the time, so my boyfriend took him seriously and left. And I never saw him again.
I healed from all of this with the support of my parents, making new friends, and finding a
great job. Things were feeling back on track for me. At the age of eighteen, I met a guy I thought
was the love of my life and actually told a friend of mine I was going to marry him. (Remember
how mature I thought I was at sixteen? Now at eighteen I was ready for marriage. Oh my gosh,
can you believe this? It seems so crazy now. I couldn’t imagine my children thinking about
marriage at eighteen.) We began a long-distance relationship, as we lived about three hours apart.
We would take turns traveling to visit each other on weekends. This went on for almost a year,
until he asked me to move to move in with him. Now, looking back, I may have seen some small
red flags of an unhealthy relationship. I often felt disrespected, not important, or that he did not
want to spend time with me; however, I overlooked all of these flags as I thought at that time it
was better than being physically hurt and scared all the time. I did go on to marry this guy four
years later. Through our ups and downs, I remember thinking, If only he would love me the way I
love him. Why can’t he see how much I love him? Why does he treat me with such disrespect, like

I am a doormat? Anytime I brought up things I didn’t like in our marriage, he would get mad and
say things that made me feel that it was my fault, and I would beat myself up inside. I can remember
feeling like I was going crazy at times or was going to have a breakdown. After being together for
almost ten years, married for seven, I got pregnant. I wanted to have children for so long and I
wanted to be a mom. I thought perhaps that children would change our marriage. At eight weeks
along I found out I was carrying twins. Oh my, I was so excited. I wished for twins because I
wanted two children and only one pregnancy. We were both very happy. Our relationship seemed
to shift for the better throughout the pregnancy, and I was the happiest I had been in a long time. I
can remember feeling so happy I was going to be a mom, and all the problems I experienced in the
relationship seemed to melt away. I ended up getting toxemia and preeclampsia, to the point where
my kidneys were shutting down and I had to have an emergency caesarian five weeks early from
my due date so the doctors could try and save my life. I had a spinal tap because I couldn’t be put
to sleep for fear that I might not wake up or go into a coma. I delivered twin boys and both of their
lungs weren’t developed. They were shipped off to a larger center by plane, and I had to stay
behind as I had more complications with my kidneys and hemorrhaging and I needed a blood
transfusion. The boys and I were all fighting for our lives. Nine days later they were flown back
to the hospital to be reunited with me. I didn’t get to hold them before they were flown out; I only
saw them for a minute in their incubators. I have to tell you it felt like a real bad dream. It didn’t
seem real. I can remember the doctor saying to me, “We need to get you back with your boys as
soon as possible. This separation is affecting you.” When they returned, we reunited without a
hitch. It was like we were never apart. We all stayed in the hospital for five more weeks, me
recovering and the boys developing as they were tube fed for several weeks and then had to learn
how to suck as they didn’t have the suck reflux.
We arrived home and were adjusting to our new world with me not doing so well with the
nursing and sleepless nights. The boys were growing and doing well. We all got through this stage
of things and when the boys were not quite a year old, I started to realize things were not very
good with me emotionally, and I needed help but didn’t really know where to go. I ended up going
to a doctor who informed me that I was experiencing depression and I needed to go on
antidepressants. I said I didn’t want to go on any pills, and that there must be another way to help
me feel better. The doctor told me there was no other option, that this was hereditary and runs in
my family, and I would need to be on the pills most likely for the rest of my life. Many of my

family members were on some kind of antidepressant with all kinds of diagnoses: depression,
manic depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia. I told him the only hereditary thing was all the
bullshit that had been passed on from generation to generation and that I was not going on any
pills. I left his office upset, thinking I was going to have to do it on my own. I went to the bookstore
and found the book You Can Heal Your Life by Louise Hay. Maybe you have heard of it? I thought,
This is it. I was feeling like I was on my own and the title fit.
I read that book and discovered many things about myself, like how what I thought created
my results. It was amazing what I was learning about myself – how unhappy I was, how angry I
was. I can remember asking my husband why he married me. He said, “Do you want to know the
truth? My mom was always angry, so I thought all women were. But you weren’t nearly as angry
as my mom.” I said, “Oh my gosh, that is not right. You don’t deserve to live with someone that
is so filled with anger.” I carried on with reading that book several times and called it my bible, as
I still call it today. That is where I woke up out of my sleep and began my journey of self-discovery.
I learned so much of what I was blaming my husband for and how much my thoughts, feelings,
and beliefs created the results in my life. I felt so empowered to live my life from this newfound
place. My body began to feel better; I lost all my baby weight and was feeling on top of the world.
I continued on this journey of finding other amazing books, growing my self-esteem, confidence,
and being the best mom I could be. Being a mom was everything to me. I dedicated my life to
changing my world to raise my boys the best way I possibly could.
As I grew myself, I began to see my husband’s negativity within himself and how unhappy
he was inside. With all my newfound awareness, I wanted him to grow himself too. My empath
and fixer self wanted to help him, but he wasn’t interested in the journey I was on. I would ask
him several times to please read any book, to see how things have changed for me and how they
could change for him too. I learned I was coming from a place of telling him all the things that
were wrong with him, thinking I was helping him because I loved him and wanted him to find
himself. At the time, with me telling him all the things that were wrong with him, I couldn’t
understand why he got so mad and defensive. I later learned why he got so defensive and didn’t
want to change. No one likes to hear what is wrong with them, especially if they believe inside all
of what you are telling them, even if you think you are coming from a place of love and support. I
decided to back off and let him be himself, and I continued on my journey, as I learned I can only

change me, not anyone else. Like I said before, I wanted to be the best mom I could, and I believe
children learn what they live.
The next eleven years went by with several ups and downs – more downs than ups, to be
honest – and I wanted to leave several times. I was still feeling not heard or understood and being
disrespected and treated like a doormat; I also suspected there was infidelity. I still found myself
not leaving. All the while, I was learning my thoughts created my results and kept asking myself
how I was creating these results. I learned I was on what I call “autopilot,” not aware of my
thoughts about myself. I kept myself so busy with raising the boys and starting a natural healing
practice when the boys were five years old. I didn’t have time to hear my thoughts about myself.
Let me tell you, when I stopped and listened, I would never say the things I heard in my mind
about myself to another human on the planet. I thought, Holy shit! The things I had learned about
how my thoughts create my life were right. I don’t have very good thoughts and beliefs about
myself. I had been pretty much a lone ranger up until then, doing things on my own, reading books,
and taking courses on skills I wanted to learn for my healing practice. I took several courses and
got certified in several energy modalities. I wanted to help others as I had been able to grow and
heal. I was missing the two keys I mentioned earlier: reaching out for support and taking action to
heal the roots of my negative feelings and beliefs about myself. So, I mustered up the courage to
reach out to an energy healer to get things moving or, I should say, moving out of me.
As I was healing and growing myself, I found things were not getting better with my
marriage. I was seeing things in a new light and felt like I was fighting every day to stay in a
positive place while I felt he was sucking up all my energy with his negative energy. I was still
feeling like I was going around and around with things not changing in our relationship. I was still
feeling like I was in a storm and hiding things from the outside world, not telling my friends and
family what things were really like in my marriage because of the shame and embarrassment. I
didn’t want anyone to know the truth, so I continued to wear a mask out in public that our
relationship was great. We did at times get along and have fun together, and I would think maybe
things can change and maybe he will change. However, as the boys were growing up, I thought I
was doing an outstanding job of hiding things from them too. Then I started to see some of their
dad’s negative character coming out in them, with speaking to me disrespectfully and treating me,
in many ways, similar to how he did. I would tell my husband how they would speak to me so
disrespectfully, and he would ignore me as if it were no big deal. One day, I remember one of the

boys speaking to me disrespectfully, and his dad heard it and grabbed his coat at his shoulder and
told him to not talk to me that way. I later asked my husband why he did that to his son, and he
said, “He doesn’t need to talk to you like that.” I then asked him where he thought he might have
learned it, saying that children learn what they live. Again, he ignored me and shrugged it off. This
was the driving force behind me leaving. I didn’t want my boys growing up learning that it was
okay to be disrespectful to women. I wanted to break the cycle of shit storm relationships, as both
our parents lived in unhealthy relationships and I didn’t want our boys growing up and living in
shit storm unhappy relationships. I dug deep within myself to find my strength and courage and
left.
I struggled with fear, doubt and not believing in myself. I could hear in my mind that I
couldn’t do it on my own, and I had all kinds of guilt. I thought to myself, It is my fault I am
breaking up our family, taking the boys away from their father. What if this isn’t the right thing to
do? How much will I emotionally damage the boys? There was so much hurt and anger inside of
me. I didn’t want to leave, but I felt I had no choice because my boys where everything to me and
I wanted to be the best mom I could be. I was very angry at my husband for how he treated me,
for the infidelity I believed was going on, and because he wouldn’t change or love me the way I
loved him. And I was angry at myself that I now had a failed marriage and that it was my fault
because I chose to leave. I was worried about what my family and friends were going to think,
since no one knew about our unhealthy relationship. Women in my family stayed in unhappy
relationships, didn’t talk about them, and didn’t leave. What was I thinking? Despite my doubts
and fears, I found support in my friends, family, and energy healers to help me through. I seriously
put my head down and ass up and buried my emotions to make things as smooth as possible for
the boys. I suppressed and denied them. It wasn’t until a couple years after I left, that I found
myself feeling emotions again. It was like a flood came over me with anger and guilt. I realized I
didn’t take time to grieve the loss of my marriage ending.
Things were not good between my ex and me, and they are still not today. I went on to heal
myself from the inside out and learned to forgive myself and him, which, by the way, was the best
thing I ever did. I learned forgiveness wasn’t for him; it was for me in order to unlock myself from
the jail of anger and resentment I was in. That doesn’t mean I accepted things. I distanced myself
with only having limited communication about the boys. He didn’t want anything to do with me
because he blamed me for ruining his life and everything he worked for. To him, everything was

my fault. He came from a victim place and through healing I learned to put on a new set of glasses,
see things differently. One of the greatest tools I learned from my forgiveness practice was that
hurt people hurt people. I can’t tell how amazing this was for me to learn, as it supported seeing
him with compassion instead of anger. Now, don’t get me wrong, it may sound easy peasy;
however, it wasn’t. I spent a lot of time feeling hurt, anger, resentment, hiding, crying, and thinking
I may never be able to totally forgive him and wondering if I did the right thing. When we did
have to communicate, it always ended up in an argument with me feeling bad and that things really
were all my fault. I continued to reach out for support with different energy healers to help me
with my subconscious beliefs that were not serving me, to grow my confidence, believe in myself
and continue the forgiveness process. I cannot tell you how much I have come to feel so free and
empowered inside, as I learned how to own my power, drive the steering wheel of my life, and
find peace and happiness. This is what I want for you. With or without leaving your relationship.
You can grow yourself from the inside out and learn how to shine your light. I really want you to
know you don’t need any reason other than that you are reason enough. I know my driving force
was my children, and once I learned how important I was I became my own driving force. I learned
that by being my own priority, loving myself, and being the person I want to be, my children would
learn how to love themselves, too. It is something most of us did not learn growing up. We will
talk about this more in a later chapter. Between reaching out for support and taking workshops and
courses, I have had a successful energy healing and coaching practice for over fifteen years. I get
to support people through their storms and through any physical, emotional, mental, or spiritual
challenges they may have. I feel like I am the most blessed person on earth doing what I love to
do. I consider myself a student of life, learning and growing every day and sharing my knowledge
and experiences with my clients. I absolutely love to support people though my energy healings,
clearing away what I call “garbage” from the subconscious mind, blocks and negative emotions
that no longer serve and teaching programs to learn to live from the inside out. I raised my boys
that if they find what they love, they will never work a day in their life, and I am living that myself.
Showing them, they, too, can live their dreams. Another thing I like to remind them of is to chase
their dreams, not the money, the money will come as I believe we have been raised in society with
ass-backward thinking, as we have been taught to chase the money and not our dreams. Can you
imagine if we learned this in school to chase our dreams how many happy, successful, healthy,

wealthy people we would have in the world as opposed to unhappy people living in fear and
working in jobs they don’t like?
I have learned to forgive my ex-husband and don’t blame him for who he is, it’s not his
fault for his programming as a child, his trauma, or the life experiences, thoughts, feelings, and
beliefs he has in his subconscious that he has no awareness of. However I do believe life is about
choices, especially as an adult; you choose to heal or not. Through a lot of healing and
understanding from my own growing, developing, and training, I have learned why people do what
they do, how I don’t have control over anyone but myself, and he chooses his choices. Now this
doesn’t mean we are best friends – as I mentioned earlier, we still don’t get along – but I no longer
harbor anger and resentment toward him. I come from a place of compassion and forgiveness. I
know this may be challenging to hear and believe as you are in a very different place right now,
and I completely understand.
You, too, can learn to live from the inside out, own your power, and shine your light if you
choose to. I couldn’t have done it alone, and I am so grateful I reached out for support and took
the necessary action. Through the next chapters, we will take a journey together of learning how
to navigate the gap of where you are and where you would like to be.

Chapter 3: Bridging the Gap
“It’s never too late to become
the person you were meant to be.”
– Chris T. Atkinson
Now that we have gotten to know each other, I hope you can trust that I truly want to inspire
and empower you to shine your light. I am now going to give you a preview of what our journey
together will be like as we navigate through where you are and where you would like to be. This
space is what I call “the gap,” or getting across the bridge.
You will learn how to shift and grow yourself from the inside out by discovering how you
got to where you are now. I will teach you why it’s not your fault, where your feelings come from,
and how it takes courage to step outside your comfort zone. I will also teach you why it’s so
important for you to reach out for support, how that is necessary for growth, and how to feel proud
of yourself for doing so. You will learn why you think he is the problem and why you think things
would be better if only he would change or get the help you think he needs. You will learn how
your experiences create your reality and the truth of how to shift your experiences with becoming
aware of your thoughts, feelings, and actions. You will understand why you don’t feel good about
yourself, why you have low confidence and self-esteem, and why you do not feel deserving or of
value. You will learn, in turn, how to feel confident and deserving and how to value yourself. You
will learn why things feel like they spin around and around with no change, why you see hope at
times and other times despair, and why you sometimes see things might get better and he might
change. You will learn to put on a new set of glasses and shift how you see your world by shifting
your perception.
You will also investigate your self-talk and what you say to yourself about yourself. Can
you hear what you say, or are you keeping yourself distracted to not hear it or suppress it deep
down inside to the point where you are not aware of it, much like I did for over half my life? My
autopilot system was like a recording that was playing in the background in my mind over and
over without me hearing it. Understand that you are comfortable with your familiar territory; it is
something you know no matter how bad the shit storm seems, so going outside your familiar
territory of course is unfamiliar and scary. But you will learn tools on how you can go outside your
comfort zone to learn and grow. You will learn all about your internal judge, how you are your
own worst critic, and how no one is as hard on you as you are. What do you say to yourself about

your dreams, wants, and desires? Do you have any you think about or are they too buried inside?
Here is a quick amazing true story about a man known as the Horse Whisperer, Monty Roberts.
Perhaps you have heard of him.
When he was a kid, his father was a horse trainer, and they moved from ranch to ranch
training horses. In turn Monty’s schooling was constantly interrupted. One day, when he was a
senior his teacher asked him to write about what he wanted to be when he grew up. He did not
hesitate for a minute and wrote a seven page paper about owning his own horse ranch. He wrote
many details and drew the location of buildings and stables and even a detailed house plan.
Two days later he received his paper back with a letter F on the front page. After class, he
asked the teacher why he received an F. The teacher replied, “This dream is unrealistic for a boy
like you ,who has no money, no resources, and who travels from place to place. There is no
possibility you will reach this goal.” Then the teacher gave him an opportunity to rewrite the paper
with a more realistic goal.
He went home and asked his father what he should do. His father answered, “This decision
is very important to you, so you have to make up your own mind on this.”
After several days, he brought the same paper back to his teacher. The teacher looked at
the paper and said, “I see no changes were made,” and Monty replied, “You keep your F, and I
will keep my dreams.”
Today Monty Roberts owns a four-thousand-square-foot house on a two-hundred-acre
horse ranch and still to this day has the school paper framed over his fireplace.
Have you allowed anyone or anything to steal your dreams?
Next, we will talk about being a lone ranger and going it alone, and how this most likely is
not working for you. I, too, discovered this about myself. You can’t see the picture very well when
you are in the frame. Support from the outside can see your picture clearer. It may feel very difficult
to reach out and easier to not. But you will see how important it is to have someone in your corner
being your cheerleader. You will discover what you think of when you hear the word “coach” and
how it might be foreign to you to have a coach to teach and support you with your life’s journey.
Next, you will learn about healing your body, mind, and soul through growing your
awareness of energy healings to support healing your physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual
self. You will see how your subconscious beliefs have an impact on your thoughts and feelings,
and how you may not even be aware of what they are, through no fault of yours. You will be able

to choose to create your life by designing it, or continue on the default path. To see how to take a
hold of the steering wheel of your life, and drive it with intention and when you hit the ditch you
will have tools in your tool box to get back up on the road. We all hit the ditch through life, it’s a
matter of learning how to come back up on the road. You will learn how to take responsibility for
your life from the inside out, to own your power, discover your self-worth, and shine your light.
So, let’s buckle up and take this ride together and go from your outer world to your inner world to
shift your results. It is my greatest pleasure and honor to guide and support you through this book.
Feel free to contact me anytime at www.energeticwellness.ca, energeticwellness@telus.net, or
250-785-2702.

Chapter 4: Why It’s Not Your Fault
“You are not responsible for the programming you received in childhood. But as an adult, you
are 100 percent responsible for fixing it.”
– Unknown
Congratulations on getting this far in the book. We are now going to take a journey together
and bridge the gap of where you are to where you would like to be with feeling understood and
not alone. First I want to say a huge congratulations for reaching out for support by reading my
book. I completely understand how that is not an easy thing to do. I am so proud of you. It takes
such courage and strength. It is much easier to not reach out; it’s easier to stay where you are, even
if you are in a shit storm or no matter how bad the shit storm is. I describe this as familiar territory,
the whirlwind around you that you know all about. You know what it feels like, no matter how
bad things are. Whether it’s anger, worry, fear, anxiety, guilt, shame, depression, sadness,
loneliness, you know what all these emotions feel like. Now, if you step out of your comfort zone
or what I call “uncharted water,” you may not know what that’s going to feel like. You may feel
very uncomfortable swimming around in that uncharted water. If you don’t have a support system
out there to help you, it can feel like too much, and you may slip back into your familiar territory.
Maybe you have experienced this, where you try to do things differently, perhaps read a book, just
like you are doing know. Or maybe you take a course or a workshop and experience feeling
confident that you can change whatever you are wanting to change, only to find yourself on this
high temporarily and back into your shit storm again. I, too, experienced this for many years as a
lone ranger, doing things on my own like reading books and taking courses and workshops, feeling
like I was really doing something for myself. But the high was always temporary, and my shit
storm didn’t change. All of this never felt very good. And I am sure it doesn’t for you. So,
congratulations on reaching out for support and reading this book. You, too, can experience more
highs than lows as I have learned to.
I discovered that you might have trouble leaving your situation because of your negative
beliefs, low self-worth and what I call the “lone ranger syndrome” – going it alone and keeping
things to yourself. I would think to myself how busy I was with taking action by reading and taking
workshops and courses (which were online courses), thinking how proud I was of myself for doing
all these things for myself, which did support me to a certain degree. However, I discovered that
was just what I was telling myself. I would read the books, but then I would not do the action steps

from the books. I can tell you, I have read a lot of self-help books. I could probably open a book
store with how many I own. Quick story of how I came to change this: I went to Los Angeles for
a workshop, and I can remember telling myself, I am going to this workshop to learn what I can
so that I can go home and design workshops and programs to further support people by myself. I
swear, when I was sitting in the audience of about seven hundred people, the speaker on the stage
was directly speaking to me. It felt like I was the only person in the room as he spoke of this lone
ranger idea and how this is a missing piece of the puzzle for people to experience success in
whatever they would love to be, do, or have. We know most everyone, if not everyone, who has
achieved success didn’t do it alone. One of my favorite books on this is The Success Principles by
Jack Canfield. It was so amazing, and needless to say, I didn’t come home to doing things on my
own as I said I was going to. I reached out for the support that was being offered and became a
certified life mastery consultant, teaching and coaching people to find what they would love to be,
do, and have in any area of their life.
You may be asking yourself, How the hell did I get myself into this? All I want is a healthy
relationship and for him to love me the way I love him. You want to do things together and have
fun. You don’t want all the arguments. You definitely don’t want to be physically abused or
experience any kind of abuse for that matter. You may not be feeling very good about yourself on
the inside or outside or both. I want to tell you, it’s not your fault for how things are for you.
Everyone has programming that they received as children growing up from family, friends,
teachers, or anyone who was in their life, you and me included. We didn’t ask for any of it, good
or bad, we didn’t even ask for the name we were given, and if you were like me, I received a lot
of negative programming. Now I don’t blame anyone for this, as they all didn’t ask for their
programming either, especially not my parents, who did the best they could with what they knew
at the time. We all do the best we can with what we know. What I mean by our programming is
what we received as beliefs in our subconscious mind. You may or may not know the difference
between our conscious and subconscious mind. Our conscious mind is our everyday thinking –
what we hear in our heads and the making of our daily decisions and choices. Our subconscious
mind is where the roots of our beliefs live, and this mind does not have a sense of humor. It believes
everything, whether it’s true or not. This is why I say it’s not your fault. You may be experiencing
things in life that are not what you want because of a belief you have in the subconscious mind
that you may or may not know is in there. For myself, this was the greatest news for me, as I had

no knowledge of this when I was experiencing my shit storms. Have you ever wanted to get into
shape and think you should go to the gym and exercise only to find yourself never actually doing
it? I did, and the reason for this is because there’s a subconscious belief that doesn’t want to
exercise, and it will win against your conscious mind with finding excuses to not exercise. This is
just an example; it can happen and does happen in all areas of our life. This, too, is another missing
piece of our puzzle – shifting our beliefs that no longer serve us, and by doing so we will shift our
results, which is what happened for me. We will discuss this in further detail in a later chapter.
In my office when I am working with clients, I like to teach them what I call “tools for their
toolbox.” This toolbox can be filled with things you learn, and you can pull them out when you
need them. I have been filling mine for almost twenty years. We know life is life and have no idea
what is coming down the pipe for us tomorrow, next week, next month, or a year from now.
However, we can pull out tools from our tool box to support ourselves when things get shaken. I
want to share one with you now. When you are feeling overwhelmed or just have too much going
on, perhaps you reach for something to calm you from the storm like antidepressants, food, alcohol,
or anything that may seem addictive. I call this a “time out” and what is happening is your central
nervous system is feeling overloaded and your hormones are out of balance. You have your
thyroid, thymus, pineal, pituitary gland, and adrenal glands all producing hormones to balance
many things out. For example, when life is throwing things at you, you produce hormones to
handle life’s curveballs. But when you are producing these hormones and life is throwing you too
many things all at once, you may end up reaching out for that time out.
Here is something you can do to support balancing your hormones and let go. It’s one of
my favorite tools for the toolbox. Get yourself a bowl, a note pad, and pen. Write all the negative
things in your life about people, places, and things – in list form or letter form or both, it doesn’t
matter as there is no right or wrong to this exercise. After you’re finished writing, take the paper
and crunch it up and put it into the bowl. Repeat this for everything that comes up. Write down all
your worries, fears, the things you’re angry about, your frustrations, resentments, what you feel
guilty for, shame about people including yourself, places, and situations. When you are done
writing, you will have a bowl filled with crunched up papers, and then you will burn them. If you
don’t have a fireplace, burn barrel, or fire pit, I recommend just burning them in a stainless steel
or tin bowl of any kind outside. If you find when you sit down to do this again, there are some of
the same things that came up from the last time you burned, this is okay. Just write it again. There

are layers to this exercise, like an onion, and there will come a time where you’ll sit down and that
emotion won’t be there. This process will allow you to let go. You may experience a physical
feeling on your body of goose bumps, energy moving through your body, or tears in your eyes,
and all of this is very good. It’s a release process to let go of things stuck inside that no longer
serve you. It is also okay if you don’t experience anything, just trust the process of releasing and
letting go. Again, I am very proud of you. Please know you are not alone and don’t need to go it
alone. You are an amazing person with a light to shine and the world needs your light.

Chapter 5: Is He the Problem?
“Change the way you look at things
and the things you look at change.”
– Wayne Dyer
I was married for twenty-four years. For most of it, I thought all of our problems were
because of him. I can remember reading You Can Heal Your Life by Louise Hay, and learning for
the first time about how my thoughts create my results. Previous to learning this, I really did think
he was the problem: if only he would do this or that, things would be better. I spent all my time
thinking, If only he would love me the way I love him. If only he would respect me. If only he would
stop treating me like a doormat. If only he would think about me. If only he would make me a
priority. My strongest if only I can remember was, If only he would listen to and understand me.
He just didn’t listen to or understand me, and I can tell you it is very important for women to feel
heard and understood. Perhaps you have had some of these experiences, or maybe you are feeling
this way right now. Every time we would have arguments or disagreements they were always
because of the same things, because I couldn’t stop thinking and feeling he was the problem. I
would think about him all the time, wishing and hoping for things to get better. I thought about
our relationship constantly and wanted to fix it. I thought he never spent any time thinking about
it, that it wasn’t important to him, or that I wasn’t important to him. His only priorities to me were
money and sex, which is what I thought most men’s priorities were. I would want to have serious
conversations about our relationship, and we would sometimes do this. I would pour my heart out
about my feelings of what was going on and what I would like to see happen. Sometimes I would
feel like we were finally going to get somewhere, and I thought he understood at least some of
where I was coming from – until the next disagreement, when the flood of all the same feelings
would surface again. Other times, we would try to have a talk (or should I say I would try to talk
to him because honestly, he never wanted to talk), and he would get very mad and defensive. So
once again we got nowhere but more arguing. I felt lost and broken inside, not understanding why
he couldn’t see this. I would cry myself to sleep many nights and spent a lot of time and energy
thinking about him and asking, Why, why, can’t things be different?
I learned that by spending all my time thinking about him and all of what he was or wasn’t
doing to fix our relationship, my only thoughts about myself were how bad I felt inside with hurt
and pain. I was feeling sorry for myself, coming from a victim mind-set and not feeling good about

myself. I remember feeling like I was living two lives – one on the inside and one on the outside.
My outside self was pretty confident and hid all the truth from everyone. I was the best actress,
showing from the outside I had it all together with the perfect husband and family. And all the
while on the inside was this major shit storm, and I mean major storm, of low confidence, low selfesteem, low self-worth, and just overall not feeling good about myself. I would find I would keep
myself as busy as I could, so as not to think and feel these truths.
If you are in a similar place, I understand, and again, it’s not your fault. You cannot change
what you don’t know. It’s not until you learn different you can make the changes. Congratulations
again for reading this and wanting to learn something better for yourself. I know I didn’t know I
was creating my results with my thinking, feelings, and beliefs. You might be feeling some
confusion around this, as I was. When I learned this idea of how my thoughts create my results, I
was a bit confused at what exactly that meant, because I was thinking thoughts about how I wanted
my relationship to be healthy and good and it wasn’t. I then heard the idea that what we see in
someone else is in us. I was like, What are you talking about, what I see in someone else is in me?
I don’t treat him the way he treats me. I am not disrespectful – I make him a priority! How could
this be in me? I thought there was no way this could be true for me. The concept was really
challenging for me to understand. Have you heard of these ideas or felt the same as I did? Or
perhaps this is your first time hearing about these ideas. It doesn’t matter where you are. As you
continue through this book, I will continue to teach you how I came to know these ideas and shifted
myself from the inside out. I have the same wish for you to do this for yourself. Whether you
decide to stay or leave, that is not what is important right now. I know that might be hard to hear
if that is all you are thinking about. However, I want you to understand that the most important
thing is for you to find your peace and happiness and for him to find his peace and happiness. And
only you can do that for you and only he can do that for himself. I am proud of you for wanting to
learn differently for yourself, and maybe he will want to do the same. Or maybe he won’t, and
that’s okay too. As you grow yourself from the inside out, you will understand that your true peace
and happiness comes from you, not from anyone else.
We are learning that he is not the problem and will dive into this deeper in the following
chapters on how to shift your thoughts and feelings away from believing that he is. We will also
learn what is going on outside for our results is coming from and being created on the inside. When
you feel emotions of anger, frustration, hurt, or any negative feeling, remember the burning

exercise I talked about in the last chapter. Please do that exercise, and trust me on how much that
will help you feel better. Write and burn all those negative thoughts and feelings away about people
places and situations, including yourself. Also, please remember I mentioned your subconscious
is like an onion with layers; you will need to do this more than once. I recommend doing this
exercise any time you feel heavy with negativity about anything or anyone.

Chapter 6: Nothing Changes – Why?
“The secret of change is to focus all of your energy not on fighting the old, but on building the
new.”
– Socrates
Thank you for hanging in here with me. You are doing great. Remember you have a
beautiful light inside of you, and together we are going to help you shine it. I know you have
amazing qualities; you are smart and beautiful inside and out, and you are kind, compassionate,
and caring, just to name a few. So, let’s carry on. We are now going to get into why things don’t
seem to change and why they seem to spin around and around with your disagreements being about
the same things over and over. This is where you might feel that you are at the end of your rope,
and you’re not going to take it any longer. That you are going to leave and find someone who will
respect you and love you the way you want. You’re desperate for all the disagreeing to end, all the
feelings like you are going crazy. You may even feel like you are going to have a breakdown. I
experienced these emotions a lot and I really did feel crazy. Not only because that is what I thought,
but because my husband told me I was crazy and all the things I thought were going wrong in our
marriage were all in my head. So, often when shit would hit the fan, I would feel like he put it all
on me to the point where I really did think it was my fault. I would question myself over and over
and feel all kinds of guilt, thinking maybe it really was all in my head. I can remember thinking
how much I didn’t like what he did or said and I would try to stand up for myself, only to hear him
say that I was being crazy and that it’s all in my head. I questioned myself constantly and found
myself spinning around and around with nothing changing. The truth of our shit storm wasn’t
good, and in my head I would tell myself that it was all my fault, that maybe I was overthinking
things, maybe I was just overreacting to it all, maybe he was right and I was a crazy woman. I was
making up all kinds of excuses and trying to justify everything. Have you experienced any of this?
In our society, women have been treated as less than for many generations. We have been
trying to find our place in the world for a long time. We have come through women’s lib and
climbing our way up the corporate ladder, working with men in various areas of the workforce,
including doing what are known as men’s trades, such as welding, electrical engineering, and
owning and operating businesses. We have come a long way, would you agree? There is one area
where I see we as women are struggling, and that’s when it comes to relationships, owning our
power and feeling worthy, deserving, valued, respected, and so on. I have seen countless women

in my office with relationship struggles and from my experiences and counseling them the above
are the root causes. This comes from seeds planted in our subconscious and what we learned from
the women in our lives. Men also have their own challenges and struggles with what has been
planted in them and what they learned from the male influences in their lives for many generations:
for example, men don’t show feelings and emotions because doing so would mean they are weak.
Instead, they work and provide for their families; they are strong, and women have all the
emotional problems. So what men learn will have a huge impact on how they treat women. And if
it’s not good, it’s not his fault for thinking and believing these negative beliefs about women, as
these have been a result of what someone else has taught him about women. Now, I am not giving
him a free ticket here to let him off the hook for his behavior. That is not what I am intending; he
is responsible for himself, and only he can make the necessary changes and reach out for support
if he would like to act differently. I do find it is more challenging for men to reach out for support
than it is for women, and another goal of mine is to support men, as I have seen many in my office
and taking my courses who are learning to heal and live from the inside out. Of course, you don’t
know this at the time of your shit storm; you may find yourself blaming him, and that’s okay.
Remember, you can’t change what you don’t know. You will hear me say this a lot, as it is the
same for everyone. The only time you can make changes is when you see what the problems are
to change. Until then, things can feel like they never change and spin around and around. You may
also find yourself seeing glimmers of hope: when he tells you he will do better and that he will
change or when he tells you how much he loves you and does some nice things for you. You might
see that good side of him once in a while. He may remind you of some of the things you saw in
him when you fell in love with him at the beginning. This all gives you hope that things might
change, and if this is anything like my relationship was, it’s only temporary, only lasting until shit
goes sideways again. You may find yourself walking on eggshells at times, like I did, waiting for
things to go sideways. You may find ways to distract yourself and stay busy with work, kids, or
even negative distractions, such as overeating, drinking alcohol, or anything to keep you away
from dealing with your relationship. This all spins around and around, in my opinion, because
there is no change in our thinking; beliefs and healing must take place from the inside out.
You may or may not want to hear this, but I am going to tell you either way. He may really
mean all of what he tells you and may really want to try to make things better. But then an external

factor may make him spiral back into his internal storm of not feeling good about himself and his
thinking, feelings, and beliefs, affecting his world and, therefore, his behavior in his relationships.
What I found to help me and support my growing was to understand my perception of what
was going on around me. Have you heard the idea that what you think about, you bring about? I
want to ease into these ideas because I know how hard they can be to believe and understand when
you are in the storm. As we continue through shifting from the inside out, we must talk about our
perception. Perception is how we see things, how we see the world through our own eyes. Your
experiences create how you see things, so what kind of glasses are you wearing? Are you seeing
the cup half full or half empty? Your perceptions are created through events and experiences both
positive and negative. You create a belief system through the way you see your environment. When
you learn something new and have new ideas, you will see things differently. You put on a new
set of glasses, and that is what I would like for you to begin doing. Some tools to add to your
toolbox: If you’re in a class or workshop, change seats often. When you change your seat, you will
see the room differently and, therefore, change your perception. Or when you’re driving on a
regular route, say to and from work or school, look for things you have never seen before. This is
fun, and you might find it surprising how many things you didn’t see before. Changing and shifting
your perceptions as you grow is important so that you can learn and evolve. I think this is amazing
to be able to do. I put on new glasses regularly because I am growing every day.
“I am not perfect, but I strive every day to become the best person I can be”
– Unknown
You can learn how to see yourself differently, how to see your relationship differently, how
to see everything in your life differently as you, too, grow and evolve. The idea that you create
your reality has been talked about for quite some time now in a lot of self-help books. The
awareness of how you see the world through your glasses, or your filter, is created from what you
have experienced in your life. For example, in my relationship storm, I always saw how poorly I
was treated – not respected, not loved, not heard, not understood, and so on. This comes from my
perception of how I saw things through my own glasses and why I saw things the way I did. Once
I learned that I could change my glasses and that I had a choice to see things differently, I did. This
didn’t happen overnight. It was a process of first learning how and why and then learning tools to
change my thoughts, beliefs, and actions to create the new positive experiences that I wanted. As
you continue growing, I will teach you more about how to shift your perception and how you see

things through your own glasses, and you will learn how to put new glasses on over and over again
throughout your journey. But, for now, I just want you to think about what I am saying. As we
continue through the book, we will learn more about the hows and whys and more tools for your
toolbox.

Chapter 7: Your Self-Talk – Can You Hear It?
“Be mindful of your self-talk. It’s a conversation with the Universe.”
– David James Lees
Now let’s talk about your self-talk. Can you hear or are you aware of what you are saying
to yourself about yourself? Most people are not. You may be on autopilot with the record playing
in the background. You may hear it once in a while. You may keep yourself distracted to not hear
it or just simply ignore it. Do you hear your positive and negative self-talk? Whatever the case
may be, we all have internal self-talk whether or not we are aware.
A few years ago, I offered a thermography test for my clients that analyzed the entire body
systems at one time. One of the systems measured was the lymphatic system. I was experiencing
some health concerns, so I decided to do a scan on myself. I saw that my lymph system was the
most blocked I had ever seen so far. I had done hundreds of scans and was very surprised to see
how blocked my system was. I was very confused. I had been studying German New Medicine
(GNM), where I learned what the root causes of illness and disease were. The root cause associated
to the lymph system is self-devaluation, or not feeling good about yourself. For the first time, I
had doubts about GNM and thought that it didn’t apply to me. It didn’t add up. I was very confident
and did whatever I needed to do to get things done. (Remember me talking about my outside self
and my inside self earlier, how they didn’t match?) Not too long after this discovery about myself
and my doubt, I was in Vancouver for more training with GNM and talked to someone about my
dilemma. The woman asked me if I was aware of what I said to myself about myself, and I gave
her a puzzled look because I had never been asked this before. I told her I didn’t know what I said
to myself about myself. She informed me that we all have this internal dialogue that most of us are
unaware of. Well, let me tell you, I was shocked and grateful all at the same time. I really believed
everything I had been learning about the root causes of illnesses and diseases and wanted to
continue my studies with it. I am an all or nothing kind of person. Later that night in my hotel
room, I was listening to the voice in my head and to what I was thinking about myself. Let me tell
you, some of the things I was hearing I would never say to another human being on this planet. I
soon discovered what I had done all my life was distract myself from this recording in my head. I
kept myself very busy and suppressed it inside so I couldn’t hear it.
We all have a tendency to not listen to our inner self-talk because, for most of us, it is very
negative. This all comes from the seeds that were planted in our subconscious all of our lives, right

from when we were little girls. If your parents had negative beliefs about themselves, friends, other
family members, or the world around them, you would pick up on the same beliefs. This is how,
for many generations, we have learned to not love ourselves. If your mom, grandma, aunt, or any
female role model didn’t feel very good about herself, you would have learned to not feel very
good about yourself. Things get passed on, generation after generation, until someone decides to
break the cycle or pattern. This is what I have done and what you are doing by reading this book
on how to learn and do things differently. Also, if you were raised with any kind of abuse, whether
it was physical, verbal, mental, emotional, or sexual, this will have a huge impact on the way you
feel about yourself. You also may have learned how to feel bad about yourself from school. I am
not sure what your experience was like, but mine was not very good. School is a place of being
judged, learning that mistakes are not good, trying to fit in, feeling lost inside, worrying about
doing or saying things wrong. Kids are very mean to each other and say very hurtful things to each
other. No one knows that all of these experiences and things are being planted in our subconscious
and becoming true for us.
Remember, the subconscious mind doesn’t have a sense of humor. It believes everything,
true or not. We learn to feel insecure about ourselves; have low confidence, low self-esteem, and
low self-worth; and to not love ourselves, instead learning to love and please everyone but
ourselves. I don’t know about you, but in my world, no one told me how important it was to love
myself or taught me how to do that. All of these experiences create our internal self-talk, whether
we hear it or not. And if you have had negative experiences, you must become aware of this and
shift and change it for your experiences to shift and change. I remember I was afraid to learn what
I was saying to myself because I didn’t know how to change it. I wanted to suppress it, push it out
of the way, or just not deal with it. All the while, by doing so, it was still all in there creating my
outside experiences. This is why I talk about growing from the inside out because whatever is
going on inside will be going on outside in your results. And again, we cannot change what we
don’t know. Remember the quote from chapter 4: “You are not responsible for the programming
you received in childhood, but as an adult, you are 100 percent responsible for fixing it.”
It can feel very scary to discover negative things about yourself. It takes a lot of courage to
learn all about yourself and to make changes because learning and growing yourself is not an easy
task. However, I promise you, it is worth the freedom, love, peace, joy, and happiness. With only
meeting you through my book so far, I know who you truly are inside, under all of your layers of

negative experiences that have shaped your outside world up until now. You are a person with
empathy, honesty, love, kindness, compassion, understanding, and support, along with many other
positive qualities for everyone but yourself. And through reading this book, my intention is for
you to grow your self-worth, own the power that you were born with, and shine your light.
What are your “I am” statements? We may talk to ourselves with both positive and negative
“I am” statements, such as I am awkward, I am ugly, I am lazy, I am too old, I am fat, I am stupid,
I am sick, I am in pain, I am tired. Some more positive examples might be: I am smart, I am
awesome, I am amazing, I am beautiful, I am healthy, I am energized, I am strong, I am powerful,
I am dynamic. What do you hear about yourself? If you’re having negative “I am” statements, I
recommend making a list of positive ones and picking two or three on a daily basis. When you
hear a negative “I am,” replace it with one of the positive statements you chose for the day and
keep repeating it every time you hear a negative one. This is another tool for your toolbox to
repattern your self-talk. A couple more great books I recommend that were a major support for my
shifting my self-talk are The Power of I Am by Joel Osteen and What to Say When You Talk to
Your Self by Shad Helmstetter. Another quote I like is by Henry Ford and goes, “Whether you
think you can, or you think you can’t, you are right.” With knowing this quote to be true you can
shift your thinking to knowing, you can, and you can take can’t out of your vocabulary all together.
I actually raised my boys with having to do pushups whenever they used the word can’t. They
learned it when they started school. So, they would have to do five pushups when they used it, and
I too did pushups if I said it. We supported each other, and over time, that word dissolved from
our vocabulary. As I write this book, my boys are eighteen, and they do not use that word. I know
some people or even professionals would say that was child abuse; however, I disagree. It was a
way to repattern our thinking, and we were athletic, so pushups seemed appropriate. You can find
what works for you.

Chapter 8: Feeling Supported
“Reaching out might be the most courageous choice you make, you don’t have to go it alone.”
– Jackquline Ann
We are moving right along in this journey together. Congratulations on staying with me. I
am very proud of you and hope you have had some new discoveries for yourself. Have you been
going it alone or feel like you are alone? Or are you afraid to reach out for support, as you may not
want anyone to discover the truth about you and what your storm is all about (whether that be in
your relationship, or inside you, or both)? You may feel embarrassed and shameful of anyone
finding out your truth. I know I sure was. I didn’t want anyone to know my truth about myself or
my relationships. I had worked so hard on developing this outer image from a very young age that
there was no way I was going to destroy that image and let anyone in. This is why I read so many
books and took online courses, so I could try to heal and grow on my own. The guilt, shame, and
embarrassment were a lot to handle, and you may be feeling the same or similar. I understand. If
you can allow yourself to trust someone – whether that be me or someone else, it doesn’t matter –
I highly recommend you continue to reach out for support. I understand it may be challenging to
find someone you trust because trust is part of the issue. However, I encourage you to listen to
your intuition and search until you do. It takes more courage and strength to reach out than it does
to not reach out. Would you agree? As I mentioned before, you know what it feels like to be in
your familiar place, no matter how full of anger, worry, fear, anxiety, loneliness, sadness, or
depression it is. It doesn’t matter what it is; you know what it feels like. So to get up off the couch
or out of bed and reach out for support is stepping outside your comfort zone, and you don’t know
what to expect out there.
Remember I talked about swimming in uncharted waters? If you are out there all alone
without support or tools in your toolbox, it will be challenging to swim. Again, I say
congratulations to you for picking up this book and going for a swim. You are showing strength
and courage to yourself. From experience though, it is imperative that you continue to reach out
for support and not go it alone. When I decided to reach out, things really changed for the better
for me. I was able to feel a sense of who I was and this overwhelming sense of freedom inside was
an amazing experience. I began with seeing an energy healer to heal old beliefs in my subconscious
that no longer served me. I thought this was amazing, as I didn’t want to spill my guts out onto the
table with all my life’s traumas and experiences. Remember, I was a lone ranger and didn’t want

anyone to really know my deepest darkest secrets. After my first session I felt like a thousand
pounds were lifted off my shoulders, and I had a smile on my face I had never experienced before.
Of course, I continued with this healing, and I became certified in it to help others like me who
didn’t want to spill their deepest darkest secrets either. I continued on my healing path,
experiencing several different energy healing sessions. I can remember one healer saying to me,
knowing I was also an energy healer, how much courage it took to reach out and how we can’t see
the picture very well when we are in the frame. Oh my goodness, I had never heard this before and
thought to myself how true it was that I had been trying to see my picture all my life. Wow, what
a light bulb moment for me. I have never forgotten that golden nugget and have been reaching out
ever since. I have had amazing people come into my life to support me, and I am forever grateful
to each and every one of them. I later learned in a training I was in about how it is important that
we have someone in our corner, a cheerleader, someone who we can count on to be there when
our belief in ourselves gets shaken. It is very important to have someone to lift you up or, just plain
and simple, cheer you on.
If you recall, in the last chapter we talked about your internal self-talk and how negative it
can be. If you have someone in your corner to support you through your challenging times, things
can be much easier. You must trust and reach out. What do you think of when I ask you what the
word coach means? Do you think of someone who coaches a team sport or a personal sport? This
is what came to my mind when I was first asked about it. When you think about anyone having
success in any type of sport, you know they didn’t get there on their own; they got there with a
coach or maybe a team of supporters: a coach, an assistant coach, a nutritionist, and trainers. No
matter how they achieved their success of winning championships, medals, trophies, or awards of
any kind either on an amateur or professional basis, you know they didn’t get there alone. There
is now another field of coaches, in the personal development world, including life coaching,
wellness coaching, and business coaching – there are all kinds of coaching out there. This is what
I discovered for myself when I reached out to a life coach who supported me through growing
myself from the inside out. This was what was missing in trying to achieve success in my life. Just
like athletes achieve success through coaching, you can also, by being coached in your life to
discover your self-love, sense of being, deserving, self-worth, peace, joy, happiness, health, wealth
or success in anything you wish to do, be, or have in your life. My coach was the person who
believed in me, and I borrowed her belief in me while mine was growing. I learned how to deal

with fear, worry, anger, and forgiveness and how to believe in myself and discover my passions
and dreams. It was life changing for me. I learned the most important things missing to my success
were support, structure, and accountability. When I made the choice to put them all together, that’s
when my life really began to shift in a very positive way and in a very short amount of time. I
began to experience miracles everywhere, and I still do. Now, that doesn’t mean I don’t have things
go sideways sometimes, because I do. I just have many great tools in my toolbox to support me
and I still reach out to energy healers. I have come to learn my boots are not made of titanium, that
I am a human, too, who needs healing as there are layers to my onion also. I no longer am riding
the lone ranger train. My wish for you is that you reach out to someone who you feel comfortable
with and who will help you to discover your true authentic self. The world needs you and your
dreams. I feel that not only is my passion helping and supporting people but that I am also on a
mission to transform one person at a time to create a ripple effect to everyone around them. I want
humanity to shift from living in a fear-based world to a love-based world. I will say it again: your
dreams are your passions, and the world needs them.

Chapter 9: Heal Your Body, Mind & Spirit
Mind – My thoughts create my results
Body – I am healthy, strong and able
Spirit – I am grounded and centered
Heal your body, mind, and spirit. This is something that has become very dear to my heart
in understanding its importance. We have all three, would you agree? And they are all connected,
would you agree? We have been led to believe they are separate, and we are now learning they are
not. For example, in conventional medicine, they are all treated separately. You can go to a
different doctor for each problem you are experiencing. But I have come to learn they need to be
treated all together as one. Your conscious and subconscious minds rule your thinking and
therefore create your results in life. Your body experiences physical ailments such as pain,
inflammation, vomiting, diarrhea, headaches, colds, flus, just to name a few, and we treat these
symptoms as if there is something wrong with us. What if all these symptoms were signs that
healing was taking place in the body from a shock, conflict, or trauma you experienced? There is
evidence from GNM of these connections. However, in my opinion, in the conventional world it’s
all about the money and the pharmaceutical drugs, which I believe to be a fear-based medicine.
With this idea and awareness that symptoms may indicate that healing is taking place in the body
and your body, mind, and spirit are all connected, we may want to consider alternative healing.
Which is what I discovered for myself. Energy healing can support healing on all levels – physical,
emotional, mental, and spiritual. There are many different modalities in the energy healing world.
You may have experienced some, or you may not have experienced any.
I talked about your subconscious mind earlier and how it has no sense of humor, believing
whatever you tell it, whether it’s right or wrong. You adopt these beliefs from your parents,
siblings, aunts, uncles, grandparents, friends, schoolteachers, or anyone who influenced you. These
beliefs could be negative or positive, but mostly they are negative beliefs and mostly geared toward
yourself, since you probably were not taught as a rule to love yourself or that your thoughts create
your results in life. I didn’t learn this until I was in my thirties. So, for many generations, negative
beliefs had been passed on. An energy healing modality I have come to know and experience with
great success is kinesiology deep healing. Kinesiology is muscle testing that is used to speak to
the subconscious to receive yes or no answers and shift the blocks and beliefs that no longer serve
us. This method is used to clear emotional blocks, past life karma, and psychological reversals.

Emotional blocks are any negative energy such as worry, fear, anger, or anxiety, just to
name a few. Past life karma is anything that was brought forward to heal in this lifetime, and often
you would not be aware of it. You might be doing all you know to heal something in your life and
feel stuck or challenged with moving through it, and sometimes past karma is the reason.
Psychological reversals are beliefs that no longer serve you. For example, if I asked you if you
loved yourself, and you said yes, that answer is coming from your conscious mind. We can then
use muscle testing to speak to your subconscious mind, and the answer from there may be a no.
This is a great way to discover if your beliefs match. If they didn’t match, they could be shifted
with another healing such as theta healing or emotional freedom technique (EFT), which is tapping
acupressure points on the body. The tapping technique is used to shift negative emotions through
tapping specific meridians on the body. For example, if you were experiencing anger, you would
ask yourself on a scale of 1 to 10, what level your anger was. If you said it’s an 8, you would go
through the tapping sequence with saying phrases to release the anger. Once you went through the
process, you would ask yourself again, on a scale of 1 to 10, where you were, and suppose it’s now
a 5. You would repeat the process until the anger was at a 1 or 0. This technique can also be used
to change beliefs in the subconscious. Theta healing is a powerful technique that combines science
and spirituality to identify and transform blocks, negative beliefs, and trauma in the subconscious
mind and balance the chakras. Another example is Reiki healing. The word Reiki comes from the
Japanese word (Rei) which means “universal life” and (Ki) which means “energy.” Reiki is an
energy that flows through all living things. A Reiki healer can channel energy into a person by
means of touch to activate the natural healing processes of the body, mind, and spirit to restore
physical, mental, and emotional well-being. These are just a few energy-healing modalities. As I
mentioned, there are many.
I personally believe energy healing is a must for anyone searching to heal from the inside
out. I don’t know where I would be today without it. Energy healing will always be part of my life,
as I choose to continue growing and evolving. As I also believe everything happens at the exact
time it’s supposed to, which includes when healing needs to take place on any level for anything
that surfaces or shows up. As I mentioned earlier, we can’t see the picture very well when we are
in the frame, and I truly believe this. I am done with having a sore neck trying to see myself, so I
reach out for healing support from healers I can connect with. Now, with that said, you may be
asking how to know who you can trust or what healer to use. Great questions! I teach all my clients

how to muscle test, which is a great way to ask whatever questions you may have on who you
should see and who you can trust or any yes or no question. You may or may not know how to
muscle test, so here is an easy way to begin. It’s called a full-body muscle test. Stand with your
feet shoulder width apart and relax all your energy down to your toes. Take a deep breath (you can
close your eyes if you wish) and then state your birthday: “My birthday is June 23, 1970,” or
whenever it is. Then wait for your body to move forward or backward. Everyone can do this it’s
not just for practitioners. Whichever way your body swayed is your yes direction. Next, state a
false birthday: “My birthday is August 23, 1970,” or what have you. Your body will sway the
opposite direction, and this is your no direction. Once you have your yes and no established, you
can then ask questions like “Is it in my highest good to have a session with so and so” and get your
answer. Another way is to listen to your intuition, your gut feeling, or gut sense. I encourage you
to seek out healing for your body, mind, and spirit with whatever resonates with you, and always
remember, there is no right or wrong to energy healing. You just need to find people you connect
with.

Chapter 10: Design Your Life
“You have greatness within you.”
– Les Brown
You heard my talk about the idea that your thoughts, beliefs, and actions create your results
in your life. You create your life in one of two ways. You create it by either design or default. Let
me explain. Most people create their life by default (myself included, until I learned to act
differently) through no fault of their own. Remember, we cannot change what we don’t know. You
may be thinking, What does this default mean? And I am glad you asked. What I mean by default
is that when you were little, no one told your body to grow; it automatically grew, would you
agree? Then your mind, which I describe is like a computer, was being fed information by everyone
around you. You were told what to do, when to do it, and how to do it at home, and then you were
sent to school and continued downloading information there. Nowhere along the way did anyone
mention this idea of how your thoughts, beliefs, and actions create the results in your life. At least,
I sure didn’t have knowledge of this growing up. You continued to grow up with ideas that
somehow all your outside experiences create your results. You learned how to blame others for
things going right or wrong. You may have blamed your parents, family, friends, the economy, the
government, or anything outside of you. This has been taught and handed down for many
generations. It’s been a revolving door of how you have learned to live. Society and the people
around you have also probably taught you to live in fear and how to fear everything. Whatever you
were raised with will be your beliefs, which create your result.
So, without being taught that your thoughts create your life, you have been living in this
default mode or autopilot place. It’s almost as if we all live with the idea that someone else is
responsible for thinking our thoughts, because as children everyone did think our thoughts for us.
Oh my gosh, this was quite the information for me when I learned it. If you choose to adopt new
beliefs, you can move into taking responsibility for yourself and create your life by designing it
yourself. What I mean by taking responsibility is that no one can think a thought for you, no one
can believe a belief for you, no one can feel a feeling for you, and no one can take a breath for you.
Would you agree with these statements? I’m sure the answer is yes. Not really big news that you
didn’t know; however, you may not have known it in the context of how you can use this
information to create your life. So, if your thoughts, beliefs, and actions create your life, and only
you can think your thoughts, believe your beliefs, and take action – wow, isn’t this amazing

information? And how powerful it is! You have all the power to be, do, and have anything you
would like in your life. Pretty amazing, isn’t it? I sure thought it was for me.
Everything in life is about making choices, and you make choices every day, whether you
are aware or not. You choose to get out of bed in the morning or not, you choose what to wear for
the day, you choose what to eat for breakfast – everything is about choices, even if you think you
don’t have a choice, you really do. You, too, can choose to do things differently, learn differently,
and be different to create the results you want in your life. If you think negative thoughts, you will
create negative results. If you think positive thoughts, you will create positive results. Easy peasy,
right? Well, it can be easier said than done because there is more to it than just thinking positive
thoughts. Your subconscious beliefs are also responsible for what you think as well. This is a great
beginning of just understanding you have been programmed like a computer, and now you can
reprogram yourself. I absolutely love it. This is really taking your power back and controlling what
happens in your world. Another way I like to describe this is like a steering wheel. You can choose
to take control and drive yourself through your journey with taking responsibility for your
thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and actions. All the while, remembering you cannot steer anyone else’s
steering wheel, only your own.
If you have been like me, I seriously tried to control everyone’s steering wheels my whole
life – including my sisters’ because I was the oldest – driving my parents’, my friends’, my exhusband’s, and my children’s. I was coming from a place of wanting to help them and protect
them; however, I had a healer tell me one time that I was robbing them of their life experiences,
their learning and growing. I was dumbfounded; I surely didn’t want to rob anyone of anything.
From that moment on, I made a decision to not touch anyone’s steering wheel and only be there
for them if they needed me with no judgment. I learned everyone is learning and growing and who
was I to interfere with that? I didn’t beat myself up about it, as I was coming from a place of
thinking I was helping them. I had a conversation with some of my family members, including my
children, apologizing for taking their steering wheels and handed them back to them. We can only
change things when we become aware of them. Making mistakes is another way of growing,
although that is not what many of us were taught in school or perhaps at home. You may have
learned mistakes are not good and how to feel embarrassed, stupid, or dumb for making them.
Understanding the idea that mistakes mean we are learning is great news to move from the place
of negative feelings of embarrassment to positive feelings of confidence, learning, and growing. If

you are not making mistakes, you are not growing, because you know now that growing happens
outside your comfort zone. You will make mistakes out there and that is totally okay. If you want
something different in your life, you must do something different. Who knew you could learn to
come from this idea that mistakes are a good thing? Did your parents ever tell you when you were
going out to have fun and make mistakes? Mine sure didn’t. I didn’t hear “have fun” very often
either. It was usually “be careful” or to not do this or that or something bad could happen – back
to the fear-based everything. If you don’t make mistakes, you simply won’t grow and learn.
I also learned how to value myself, grow my self-worth and confidence, and not worry
about what other people thought about me or my mistakes; they are not living in my shoes, and if
they didn’t value me, they were not welcome in my world. This included family and friends. If
you value yourself a little less than someone else in your life, even if you feel they are disrespectful
to you in any way, chances are you will allow them in your life. If you grow your value higher
than theirs, then chances are you won’t allow them in your life. Interesting, isn’t it? What you
think of yourself dictates what you will let others think of you. Remember in chapter 5 when I
talked about how what you see in someone else is in you or that you mirror others? As I said, it
was hard for me to understand the concept at first. But as I continued my personal growth a little
more, I realized it was true. For example, if someone says negative things to you and you feel
angry, hurt, or upset in any way, that’s because you feel this way about yourself inside, whether
you are aware of it or not. Another way I can explain it is perhaps someone tells you you’re fat,
stupid, ugly, or whatever. This bothers you because that is what you think about yourself inside.
If someone says something negative to you, and it doesn’t bother you, you have either healed it or
you didn’t have that belief in the first place.
You may have also learned to take things personally. What someone says to you or doesn’t
say you can take personally, and it may hurt your feelings. If someone says negative things to you
or does something negative to you, you may feel hurt and sometimes angry. That is what happens
to me. I get mad, as that is my protection when my feelings get hurt. I used to react to things with
all kinds of anger and now I have learned to respond differently in a way that feels much better. I
began to understand that what someone says or does to me is about them, not me. This can feel
difficult at times, especially if it’s someone you love and who tells you they love you too. People
can do some pretty awful things to each other. I mentioned earlier in the book that hurt people hurt
people and can project their pain and suffering onto others. This was a big deal for me to discover

– that what other people do and say is in them, not me, and if it affected me then it was in me too.
As I healed myself and grew my confidence, I felt better about myself and was penetrated less and
less often. I have a phrase I like to say: “Water off a duck’s back.” When someone says something
to me that I feel might hurt me, I say this and remember that it is them, not me. If it bothers me, I
know I need healing in that area. This is taking back your power. Each time you allow someone
else to control your feelings, you give away your power. Another thing we do as humans is assume
what someone else is thinking or going to do, when we really have no idea. We guess and think
we know and most often our assumptions are wrong. This also comes from our own insecurities,
low confidence, or low self-esteem. Another great book that is one of my constant go-tos (I listen
to it often) is The Four Agreements by Don Miguel Ruiz.
If you are interested in shifting from the inside out, own your power and discover your selfworth. You can do it, and I believe in you. You have a light to shine, and the world needs it. As
Les Brown says, “You have greatness in you.” You were born with an amazing light inside, and
through your life experiences, traumas, and programming, this light may be covered up. You can
choose to uncover it and shine your light. I truly believe everyone has a beautiful light inside that
they are born with. It’s matter of choice if you want to heal, repattern, restructure, and reprogram
yourself to be, do, and have anything you would love in your life. Thank you for reading my book
and allowing me into your life. I am honored.

Chapter 11: What’s Next for You?
“If you want to SOAR in life you must learn to F.L.Y. (first love yourself).”
– Mark Sterling
Was this book supportive? Do you feel inspired and empowered to shift and grow from the
inside out, discover your true power from within, and shine your light? You may feel yes, you got
this and can do this, or you may be feeling overwhelmed, thinking it will be a lot of work and take
a lot of energy. Both are absolutely okay. You may be feeling scared and fearful of how you will
shift yourself. That’s okay. It is normal to feel this way. You will most likely have two voices
speaking to you – one saying yes, you can do this, feeling confident and ready to move forward,
and the other saying negative things like “Who do you think you are?” “You don’t deserve this,”
“You’re not smart enough,” “What if you can’t?” “What will your family think?” and so on. You
may believe these negative thoughts to be true, but they are absolutely not true. You adopted these
without asking for them. You were programmed with these beliefs, and they are not true. They
hold power over you only if you believe them to. You can make a choice to shift and grow yourself.
We have discovered together that you believed your partner to be the problem. You have now
learned that is not the case. You are responsible for all of your results with your thinking, beliefs,
and actions. You can now make a decision to choose differently, gain your power, and create your
life by designing it as opposed to default, being on autopilot.
Most people have challenges in discovering their truth and owning their power because of
what is missing to do so: support, structure, accountability, and action. It is important to have
someone in your corner, such as a coach, to take you through a program to repattern, restructure,
and reprogram your beliefs and thinking. They will help you be accountable to someone besides
yourself. Lastly, you have to take action, not just say you’re going to do something but actually do
it. We talk ourselves in and out of things every day. And it’s the negative self-talk or beliefs that
talk us out of things. You may find distractions or excuses to not do what you know will support
you. Even for myself, as I am not immune to this, when I step outside my comfort zone and go for
a swim in the uncharted water, the fear, self-doubt, distractions, and excuses show up to find ways
for me to go back to my comfort zone and not do what I was inspired to do. A perfect example is
writing this book. This is my first book, and I had no idea how I was going to do it. I just knew I
really wanted to. All kinds of fear and negative self-talk showed up. The only thing that kept me
swimming out in the uncharted water was support, structure, accountability, and action.

You deserve to discover your self-worth and own your power so that you can live the life
you would love to live. If you have experienced anything similar to me, for me not changing was
costing me my self-worth, happiness, peace, success, health, and wealth. Every day when I see
women in my office and see them feeling non-deserving, powerless, fearful, non-confident, and
having low self-esteem, it inspires me to continue with my healing coaching, teaching practice,
and to write books because it is my dream to inspire and empower women to discover their true
power within and shine their light. You will now make one of three choices. You may think this
is all crazy and not for you, and that’s okay. Or you will like the ideas and tools you learned and
go it alone to make changes for yourself, and that’s great. It may take you a bit longer to get to
where you want to go. Or you will reach out for support and have someone in your corner to teach
you the necessary tools to repattern, restructure, and reprogram yourself from the inside out, and
this is great. You will achieve the success you are looking for much faster. If you choose a coach
– me or someone else – my only wish is, that you reach out and find someone you connect with
who will support you. It was life changing for me have a coach in my corner, to take me through
a program so that I could learn how to swim in the uncharted waters. It can be life changing for
you, too.

Chapter 12: Our Journey Together
“Shoot for the moon, even if you miss, you’ll land among the stars.”
– Les Brown
Wow! Congratulations with getting this far with me. We are at the end of our journey
together with this book. To recap of our time together: I first learned about you and the challenges
you are experiencing in your relationship. I learned about how you knew you couldn’t stay if things
don’t change and how you weren’t sure what to do. I shared my life experiences with you about
my relationships. Then we went on a journey together of bridging the gap of where you were to
where you would like to be. We talked about how you got to where you are and to understand how
it is no fault of yours or his. We then went on to learn if he truly was the problem in your
relationship and learned that he wasn’t, that we all have our programs and beliefs. Then we talked
about why nothing seems to change and everything seem to go around and around and how we
can stop the cycle by shifting our perception and putting on a new pair of glasses to see things
differently. You learned about your self-talk and how you can improve it if you can hear it as well
as some tools on how to begin hearing what you say to yourself about yourself if you can’t. Then
you learned about getting clear on being a lone ranger and how going it alone doesn’t work because
you can’t see the picture very well when you are in the frame. We then moved on to learning about
healing the body, mind, and spirit with energy healing and how I feel this is a must to heal from
the inside out, as it is a great support for shifting the subconscious mind. And finally, we learned
how to create your life by designing it as opposed to living on default. You are creating your life
every day and now you can choose to take a hold of your steering wheel and design it with your
thoughts, beliefs, and actions. You can now choose to own your power and discover your selfworth and shine your light. This is my greatest wish for you because it is time that we as women
take back our power and lives in which we are experiencing what we desire to be, do, and have. If
this is also a wish for you, I believe in you and know that with support, structure, accountability,
and action you, too, can own your power, shine your light, and discover your dreams and passions.
Remember, I truly believe the world needs your dreams.
Thank you from the bottom of my heart for taking this journey with me. It has been an
honor to support you. It truly is my dream come true to inspire and empower women. If I can do
it, anyone can. Love and light to you.
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Thank You
I would like to personally thank you for reading my book. As a thank you, I would like to
offer you a free create-your-life workshop video. Go to my website www.energeticwellness.ca to
download it free. Don’t delay, get your copy today!
Also a Free Coaching Discovery Session via phone with me is available– Visit my website
or contact me to schedule this FREE session to find out if my programs are for you. Don’t delay:
book your session today.
Love and light,
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